TRANSFER EXCITATION AND CAPTURE OF INNER TARGET ELECTRONS IN COLLISIONS WITH SLOW MULTIPLY CHARGED IONS
Here q describes the charge state of the projectile and the entity A E represents the energy defect of the reaction. The mechanism of this process is well etablished, nevertheless, looking for finer details, the selection of individual reaction channels and their relative intensity distribution remains still unexplained in some collision systems.
Within the so-called classical model /l-3/ the target electron i s allowed to be transferred to the projectile only, if the potential barrier between both particles is reduced below the binding energy of the active electron. Therefore a minimal approach or distance of both colliding particles is required, determining the size of the cross section as well as the population of the final projectile states. On the one hand this model has been extended by Barany /4/ in order to describe the capture of several electrons. On the other hand Niehaus / 5 / has refined the description by considering molecular electrons and by taking into account the uncertainty principle with respect to the transition time and the height of the potential barrier. By this means a wider range of nuclear distances -the so-called reaction window -is defined where electron transfer occurs.
Kimura et a1 /6/ derived another type of reaction window using the Landau Zener formalism (LZ). Within this frame LZ-cross sections for individual reaction channels can be represented as a product of a transmission function T and a geometrical cross section. whereby T depends on the collision velocity as well as on the nuclear distance RC where the crossing of the involved potential curves takes place, and the strength of the coupling matrix element H I = . As H t z may be These models which describe many experimental findings remarkably well suggest a large reaction probability if the potential curve crossing of the involved molecular states lies within the reaction window. However, further selection and propensity rules regarding the total electron spin, the symmetry of the molecular states and the ion core of the projectile have to be considered.
In the following the predictions of these models will be discussed by means of two collision systems where 2-electron processes or the capture of inner target electrons are dominating.
11) Experimental method
The collision processes have been analysed with the aid of the translational energy spectroscopy technique, which is described in more detail elsewhere /12/. Briefly, a mass-selected ion beam being analysed with respect to charge state q and kinetic energy E collides with a static gas target. The change of the kinetic energy as well as the charge state of secondary ions is measured with a double hemispherical analyser. The translational energy spectra which are discussed below are taken in forward direction. These spectra contain information on the final atomic states as well as on the initial internal state of the projectile.
The composition of the primary ion beam with respect to groundstate ions and ions in various excited metastable states has been determined by applying the translational attenuation method /13/ and by analysing collision induced excitation and deexcitation processes /14/. Furthermore, charge transfer reactions are studied for various electron energies & I in the ion source.
111) Multichannel Landau Zener calculations (MC%
In the following we will briefly describe an extended multichannel LZ-model, which we have modified in order to reproduce the experimental results. This method takes into account, that in the experiment projectile ions in different internal states are present. Therefore more than one incoming channel is considered and the coupling between different entrance channels via the strong repulsive exit channels is included in these calculations. where I represents the ionisation potential of the target and f n l the so-called Taulbjerg factor. The factor b is included in order to take into account various selection rules, setting b equal to 1 or 0 . Furthermore, by varying the value of b between 1 and 0 the coupling strength can be reduced, which turns out to be useful in the case of multi-electron processes as will be discussed below. Considering the appropriate boundary conditions the evolution of the incoming flux can be calculated for a given impact parameter. The normalized flux in a specific final state is integrated over the impact parameter range yielding absolute state-selective cross sections.
The main advantage of this procedure is the automatic inclusion of the coupling between incoming channels due to the crossings with the Coulomb curves of the exit channels. Therefore, for a given entrance channel other parallel curves represent competitive exit channels leading to the excitation or deexcitation of the projectile. Due to the additional loss of flux the electron capture cross sections are expected to become somewhat smaller.
IV) Discussion of results
The following reactions will be considered below: the potential curve crossings lie at rather large or rather small internuclear distances (9.2 a . and 2.0 ao). Furthermore, both channels represent two electron processes as an electron configuration 2s2pn is created in the final state, i.e. one electron is captured into the 2p level and a further 2s electron is excited into 2p. Therefore the weak intensity measured in this experiment seems to be plausible. However, the dominant population of the 'P0 ,state compared to M e 3PO state seems to be inexplicable for two reasons. On the one hand the classical model requires a minimal approach of 5 atomic units in order to transfer the electron on a classically allowed path, i.e. the energy gain should be larger than 10 eV. On the other hand reaction ( 5 ) violates Wigner's spin rule. Whereas the total spin in the incoming channel amounts to 3/2, it is 1/2 in the exit channel only.
In order to test these objections we have studied the same system with higher resolution. The result is shown in Figure 2b . Like in the previous measurements the dominant final state turns out to be the 2s2pn 'PO state of NeZt, however, the electron capture is due to Ne3+ The dominant role of reaction channel ( 7 ) is explainable as the total electron spin is conserved and the energy defect is more adequate. The surprising fact that reaction channel ( 6 ) does not contribute at all is due to the symmetry of the involved molecular states. Whereas the approaching particles will form a I -molecular state only, the secondary ions can interact via o p a X t and 2 , 4~ potential curves. If we assume that radial coupling holds at these low collision energies, reaction ( 6 ) is forbidden because of symmetry violation. The same is ,true for reaction channel (5). However, if metastable projectile states are considered a molecular coupling between different V or I+ states is possible, fulfilling all selection rules. However, the intensities of channels 2 to 4 which involve multi-electron processes are not well described by the reaction window with f~i = 0 , 7 according to capture into the 2p level. This window suggests channels 2 and 3 to be of the same importance, whereas peak 4 should not occur at all. An excellent agreement is obtained, however, if within a two state LZ-calculation the factor b in equation (2) is set to 0 , 3 . Obviously, electron capture with simultaneous excitation of a further projectile electron has to be described by a much lower coupling strength; in the present case it is smaller by a factor of = 3 .
F i g u r e 3 : S t a t e -s e l e c t i v e s i n g 1 e e l e c t r o n c a p t u r e c r o s s s e c t i o n s f o r NeS
The striped bars show the result of a MCLZ calculation, whereby channel 1 is described by f n i = 0,58 and b=l and channels 2 to 4 by f n i = 0,7 and b=0, 3 The same target state is populated by three additional reactions:
Further contributions due to the formation of the (2s2p5 1 v 3 P 0 states of NeZ+ are found. Figure 4b . Again we find reasonable good agreement with our multi-channel calculation, if we take into account that the 2s target electron has an enhanced ionization energy which shifts the region of strong coupling between the incident and outgoing channels to larger exoergicities. These details are not included in the simple LZ calculation which would favour reaction channels with much lower energy gains (see figure 4b ). The classical model according to Niehaus /5/ in principle also describes the capture of 'inner' target electrons (see lower dotted curves in figure 4b) , however, this model does not include the capture of a 2s target electron. When during the approach of both particles three 2p electrons have become molecular the system is totally symmetric and capture of more tightly bound electrons is not possible (during a further approach two corresponding electrons from projectile and target become molecular simultaneously and have to occupy their initial states while the quasimolecule separates).
A comparison with theoretical considerations is made in
Whereas the formation of the 3SO states seems to be hindered by the core conservation propensity rule, the MCLZ calculation yields too large cross sections for the reactions characterized by Q = 11 eV and 13 eV. This discrepancy ,is not understood at present.
Conclusion
We have measured translational energy spectra obtained in charge changing collisions between triply charged Ne ions and various rare gas atoms.
A careful analysis, which explains ambiguities in the interpretation of some spectra reported recently , also shows that 
